Would you like to add this calendar to Outlook? It’s simple, just follow these steps.

1. Open Outlook
2. Click to View your calendar
3. Right-click on My Calendars or Other Calendars and select “Add Calendar” then “From Internet”
4. Enter [https://www.google.com/calendar/ical/m7usafjtr5eafmhtmdubkk1mqss%40group.calendar.google.com/public/basic.ics](https://www.google.com/calendar/ical/m7usafjtr5eafmhtmdubkk1mqss%40group.calendar.google.com/public/basic.ics)
5. Click OK
6. When asked if you want to Add the Internet Calendar to Outlook and subscribe to updates, choose “Yes”
7. The calendar will now appear next to your regular calendar. You can click the left facing arrow in the new calendar’s tab to join the two calendars together.